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Praises and thanks are to the God who is Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And,
He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His AhlulBait and curses be upon their enemies.
Virtuous
I advise myself and you to be pious. Also I warn you from the imminent punishment and
torment that we just can avoid it by piety. Additionally I warn you from the material world.
Truly it is really deceitful and full of all kind of trap. Listen to this Hadith from the master
of the youth of paradise, Imam Hussein(A.S), servants of god!! Be frightened from god,
and be aware of this world. Truly if this world wants to stay for someone, or if someone
must stay in this world prophets deserved more than all people, and they must be the most
satisfied by God’s wills and they are. But God made this world for distraction. So the new
things in this world worn out, and the blessings of this world destructed, and the happiness
of this world combined with grief. It has bulge and this home is not a place to stay in it.
Dear audiences, we discussed about Imam Hussein’s revolution. Such revolution that will
remain until the earth conquered by god. It is a book written by blood than generations
learnt from it and humanity is proud of it. This book thought all mankind standing against
oppressors. It is a revolution that has effect on all the other revolution that made after in the
Islamic Umat. It’s a revolution that indicates highest level of humanity goals, and you can
find this in Imam Hussein action and the actions of his companions.
One of the main goal that Imam Hussein told us in his letter to his brother Mohammed
Ebn-Hanafieh was ordering to good deeds and prohibiting bad deeds. Imam Hussein wrote
to his brother, I want to order to good deed and prohibit from bad deeds. Also Imam
Hussein talked about this duty a lot in different places and in different ways. Imam Hussein
insisted in this duty that God obligate upon us and he talked about the duty of scholars to
clarify the right and wrong. Our third Imam counted the quietness and calmness of scholars
as a big sin. In one of his speech he said, “O people, learn from what god had said, “if
their scholars and Ahbar from their wrong saying...” and god reproach them because
the scholars see oppresses that revealed between them and sins and corruptions but
they do not proscribe their nation because the wants from their nation. Also they
afraid(from the reactions of their nations). Whereas God has said do not afraid of
people and afraid from me. Also said, “The Believers, men and women, are protectors one
of another: they enjoin what is just, and forbid what is evil” so god had started the ordering to
what is just, and forbid what is evil by scholars because of his knowledge, because if scholars
do that and stand on it duties will toke their places”

This is part of his speeches that he blamed those who are protect the respect and the social
position of themselves but they do not protect the respect of god’s order and Prophet’s respect.
Imam Hussein accused those who see obligatory left and illegal things scattered but they do not
stand against it and do not proscribe evils.
Dear brothers and sisters, even today we are the audience of Imam Hussein. He is ordering us to
order to obligatory and proscribe evil firstly in our family and then in our society and community
and finally in Islamic Umah.
Today one the biggest evil is occupation of Palestine. Another evil is killing people in the
Bahrain, Yemen and Egypt. Also we can see that now a days obligatory has been forgotten and
corruption scattered among Muslims. The true following of Imam Hussein today is acting upon
what he got killed for.
We ask god to help us and all the Muslims to know Imam Hussein better and follow him in the
best way.
O God, please help Muslim all around the world spacially in Palestine, Bahrain, Yemen, Egypt
and in other countries.
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